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ABSTRACT

In 1986-1987, we completed test model of 12-8 xenon was selected as the propellant for the

type mercury ion rocket engine, ground Qualification ion rocket engine because of its features as follows

and test of mechonical environment. Based on the

previous operations, we decided to begin the re- 1. The thrust of xenon ion rocket engine

search of ion rocket engine using inert gas-xenon doesn't drop much because of its comparatively high

as propellant, and several experiments of the inert atomic weight;

Sas-xenon ion rocket engine have been conducted. 2. High purity xenon doesn't have much effect

To go through designing, computing and per- on cathode lifetime;

formanoe test, we according to the practical con- 3. Because of xenon's non-condense performance,

dition of spacecraft energy source in our country ion rocket engine is able to start and to stop

initially posed the primary specification of xenon almost immediatelly;

ion rocket engine as follows thrust>5mN , anode 4. Xenon having no contamination, there is no

diameter oom(8-12cm), specific impulse~3000 seo, chemical reaction between xenon and surface mater-

input power<250W, power to thrust ratio< 50W/mN, ials of spacecraft;

propellant utilization > 80%, discharge loss~350 5. Xenon is non-toxic, and it doesn't conta-

ev/ion, starting time-20min, cathode operation minate the earth biosphere and is harmless to the

lifetime(first phase)>500 hrs, cathode starting experimental personnel doing the ground test;

cycle(first phase) ~ 1000 times, totall weigh 21Kg 6. The structure, operation, power processor

as shown in table 1. and high-voltage insulator of ion rocket engine can

We had obtained a photograph of xenon ion be simplified with lowered switching transient.

rocket engine operation and a series of charac- According to the prootioal condition of

teristic curves during the performance test, a spacecraft energy source in our country and the

number of research aspect will be described later. design, computation and performance test of xenon

ion rocket engine in 1987, the specifications of

1.0 INTRODUCTION the xenon ion rocket engine lised in table 1 can be

realized in the near furture.
Ion rocket engine is designed to provide bothance seciiain

primary and auxiliary propulsion 4 . From 1976 Table . Performance specifications of xenon
ion rocket engine.

to 1986, we had been emphatically developing IF-8

type mercury ion rocket engine; its test model and Parameter Value

ground qualification had been completed, in 1987, Thust (mA) > 5
t-h mercury ion rocket engine passed the vibration ropella inrt gas) e
and shock test and entered into the preflight phase. Anode diameter cm (8-12)

Along with the development of space science Specific impulse (sec) N 3000

and technology in our country, to promote the Input power (watt)< 250

application of ion rocket engine and to eliminate Power to thrust ratio (watt/m;) < 50

people's doubt and worry about mercury conta - Conversion efficiency (C) 73

mination, we began the research and design of the Propellant utilization () 80

ion rocket engine - 14  using inert gas-xenon as Total efficiency () 58.4

propellant just after the development of LF-8 type Power efficiency (;) 73

mercury ion rocket engine was finished . Power loss of discharge (ev/ion) < 350
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Ignition power of cathode (W) 20-25 when the cathode operates only. V-I characteristic

Ignition time of cathode (min) 20 of anode discharge(Fig.9), keeper characteristic of
Lifetim of cathode operation(first phase) anode discharge(Fig.10), performance characteristic

(hrs) > 500 of thruster discharge chamber (Fig.ll), Ion extrac-
'umber of cathode igniting cycle (times) 1000 tion characteristic (Fig.12) when whole engine

Totall weight (Kg) 21 operates. These will be discussed in more detail in

the following, respectively.

Eperiment condition of xenon ion rocket engine

in 1987 will be presented in the following. 3.1 Continuous operation performance of cathode

(Pig.6)

2.0 APPARATUS A9 PROCEDURE Cathode was able to operate longterm stably at

2.1 Test equipment and power supply constant xenon flow rate (0.144 mg/sec), constant

discharge current ( Id.0.6A) and keeper current
The test were performed in a 1.0 metere test were performed in a 1.0 meter (I&.O.1A). It was shown that our cathode was able

(diameter)xl.8 meter(length) vacuum-cryogenic to operate ongterm stably not only in using
to operate longterm stably not only in using

facility(Fig.l) with water cooled diffusion pump and mercury as propellant but also in using xenon as
baffle ( it may be renovated freon refigerating propellant.

propellant.
baffle). LU2 oryogenio wall-target and ground testt an be seen from figure 6 that the cathodeI% can be seen from figure 6 that the cathode
power supply(Fig.2). The pressure of the vacuum- discharge voltage and operating current in xenon
cryogenic facility without or with load ( ion rocket case was higher than in mercury vapor case, because
engine) is about 6.65xlo-5Pa and 2.6x10 -Pa toi) the ionization of xenon atoms is more difficalt
1.3x10 Pa, respectively..3t 3 Pa, respectivelyhan mercury atoms, (xenon's ionization potential is

12.13eV, mercury's ionization potential is 10.4eV),
2.2 Xenon ion rocket engine and feed system once the xenon atoms are ionized the triggeronce the xenon atoms are ionized, the trigger

Xenon ion rocket engine(Fig.3) consists of ion keeper power must be kept in higher value.

optical part, discharge chamber, cathode, neutralizer

,tank and feed tube, etc. 3.2 V-I characteristic of cathode discharge(Fig.7)

Feed system consists of xenon steel bottle ,Feed system consists of enon steel bottle To understand the relationship of discharge
pressure gauge, valve, xenon constant pressurepressure guge, valve, xenon constant pressure voltage versus current, experiments were done at
vessel, needle-valve, tri-pass, and by-pass valve, fixed parameters(IK-O.iA, flow rate '.0.144 mg/sec

etc. eto. ).It was shown from figure 7 that initial ioniza-
A schematic of the xenon feed system is shown tion of enon atom required higher discharge vol-tion of xenon atoms required higher discharge vol-

in figure 4. The pressure of xenon from high pressure tage because of the smaller xenon flow rate at igni-
gas bottle is reduced to about 9.8xlOPa by pressure tion, when xenon flow rate enhanced, the discharge

gau.e and stored in constant pressure vessel, then, voltage dropped from 44 to 40V gradually, once the
the necessary flow rate of xenon with constant pres- cathode discharge went into normal and stable opera-

sure is supplied to thruster-discharge chamber main tion state, the cathode discharge voltage would
cathode and neutralizer cathode.cathode and neutralizer cathodrange from 38V to 40V with stable discharge current

First we conducted the test of cathode, then, (Id0.6A). It was expected to decrease dischargeth whole engine. The cathode test is the entireth whole enine. The cathode test is the entre current in order to save discharge power, but dis-
engine crux which realizes the ignition , starting, charge current dropped down to 0.5A, the discharge
disch arge, produing plasma of the ion rocket engine. voltage fluctuated from 31V to 39V, this fluctus-
The purpose of the entire xenon ion rocket engine tion had no large effect on round test, but the

test are whether its technology performance would cathode discharge power supply in spacecraft would
meet the disign requirement, and to pose the spec- not allowed this voltage fluctuation. In addition,
fications of test model. the discharge current was raised from 0.6A to 0.7A

in order to enlarge operation range of cathode
3.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION discharge, however, the discharge voltage rose to

From the performance test, we obtained a 42V quickly and the discharge power loss increased,

photograph of xenon ion rocket engine operation so that, the operation of cathode was unfavourable

(Fig.5), continuous operation performance of cathode in such work point. There fore, the work point were

(Fig.6), V-I characteristic of cathode discharge set in the shadow area in Fig.7(Id=0.6A, Vda39V).

(Fig.7), keeper characteristic of cathode(Fig.8)
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3.3 Keeper charauteristic of cathode discharge ion rocket engine. The characteristic curve of onode

(Fig.8) discharge keeper were obtained when the discharge

It was shown from figure 8. That keeper voltage current changed from 0.5A to 0.65A, the curves were

of cathode dischage varied with keeper current while almost adjacent, it meant that proper change of

the current of cathode discharge was set at constant discharge current had less effect on keeper perfor-

value(Id0.6A)by changing flow. Once the cathode mance.

started, the cathode heater power supply can be shut

down and then normal discharge state was kept by 3.6 Performance characteristic of thruster discharge

keeper, the electrons will be emitted continuously chamber(Fig.11)

from the cathode. After stable operation of the xenon ion rocket
Initially, because of the cathode emitted less engine wa achteved, to changed flow rate (mg/sec)

electrons, the keeper current(IK) was very little and to examin the discharge loss I(ev/ion) versus
( only 0.04A), the keeper voltage was high(Vk>14V), propellant utilization xze(to take not account of
then, along with the electrons being emitted con- double charged ion and beam divergency) with fixed
tinously from the cathode, the keeper voltage(Vd) working parameters(V,-1300V, Vac-300V, Is-0.08A,
dropped down to 12V and the keeper current(Ik) Iac0.001A, Idk-O.A).
increased to 0.1A; then the cathode entered into It was shown from figure 11, when propellant

normal discharge state. The shadow area in Figure 8 utilization is 70%, discharge loss I is 315ev/ion.
is keeper operation point in cathode discharge. he discharge loss would increase in spite of

Several performance curves of xenon ion rocket increase or decrease of propellant utilization. It
engine operation are given de follows. was expected to further raise propellant utilization

and to decrease discharge loss.
3.4 Characteristic of anode disoharge(Fig.9)

After stable operation of the xenon ion rocket 3.7 Ion extraction characteristic(Fig.12)

engine was acaieved, the relationship of anode After stable operation of the xenon ion rocket
discharge voltage versus current with fixed working engine was achieved, to select two flow rate(p-
paramcters(Vs l3COV, Vao-300V, -0.1 4 4 mg/seo was 0.185 mg/seo and 0.140 mg/sec), to change screen
examined. It was shown from figure 9 that the change voltages(V) and to examine the change situation of
of discharge current was large(range from<0.5A to beam ourrents(Il) with fixed working parameters

>1A), however, the change range of discharge (Vao-300V, ld-0.8A, IdkO.iA).
voltage is small, therefore, it was expected to It was shown from figure 12, at the beginning,
select smaller discharge current so as to decrease the beam current increased quickly with screen grid
power loss of anode discharge. To get comparatively voltage and then, tended to stable operation gra-
satisfactory performance ourve of anode discharge, dually extraction characteristic of xenon ion rocket
the current of anode keeper were changed, it as engine is similar to our mercury ion rocket engine,
found that best anode keeper current (Id) was 0.1A, it was shown that xenon ion rocket engine has a
therefore, the anode discharge parameters of xenon exoellant ion extraction characteristic.
ion rocket engine operation was selected to be Ib- In general, to pass the test, it is proved that
0.6A, Vd-33V, Idk*. 1 A. xenon ion rocket engine is able to satisfy design

requirement and that proposal specification is

3.5 Keeper characteristic of anode discharge(Fig.l0) foundation. With the above experiment results, now,

After stable operation of the xenon ion rocket we are able to design test model and prepare space-

engine was achieved, the relationship of anode dis- flight test.

charge keeper voltage versus current was examined

with fixed working parameters(V,-1300V, Vac-300V, 4.0 SAMMARY

:'.0.144mg/seo). It was shown from figure 10 that 1. After the completion of research, design and

when keeper current (Idk) changed from 0.05A to 0.4A, operation of mercury ion rocket engine, we started

keeper voltage(Vd) increased gradually, so that the the research and design of xenon ion rocket engine

voltage change range was small, therefore, it was immediately and obtained satisfactory performance
expected to select smaller keeper current Idk( for characteristic. Based on the proctical condition of

example, 0.1A) and suitable keeper voltage Vdk(for spacecraft energy in our country, we posed the

example, about 10V) in order to keep smaller power primary specification of xenon ion rocket engine and

of the keeper and stable operation of the xenon
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have began the research, design and test of test AIAA-85-2000.

model. 12.H.W.Loeb., "Ion propulsion system", ESA

2. The performance test of the cathode proved workshop on the comet nucleus sample return

that the cathode could be used not only in mercury mission university of kent at canterbury, U.K, July

ion rocket engine but also in xenon ion rocket 15-17, 1986.

engine, the performance of cathode is reliable. At 13..Bassner, H.P.Berg, W.Birner, C.Btoli.,

present, we are preparing to design and test a new "Status of the RITA-Ecperiment on Eureca 1",

cathode. AIAA-85-2027.

3. The cathode test is the premise of ion 14.Qian Xue Sen., "Astronautics Introduction",

rocket engine test, the parameters and curves in Science Publishing house, Beijing, China.

cathode test will be favourable selecting suitable

operation points of ion rocket engine performance

test and the satisfactory performance of entire ion

rocket engine can be obtained quickly.

4. Through performance research and test, it is |e ( .

possible to rise the xenon ion rocket engine's

rerformance further, for example, increasing

propellant utilization up to 80-85% and decrea-

sing propellant discharge loss down to less than

300 ev/ion.

5. It is necessary to improve test means for

inert gas ion rocket engine. The original ground

test power supply and feed system will be replaced

by advanced test power supply and feed system. New

xenon ion rocket engine will be tested in new test
Fi.l Vacuun-cryo enic Test equip nent

equipment.
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